Fresh backed the new campaign
from the Department of Health
featuring two powerful adverts
highlighting the poisons in
tobacco and harm to children
of breathing in smoke.
The campaign featured two TV adverts,
one in the home and one in the car. Visual
effects dramatised the fact that over 80%
of secondhand smoke is invisible and
odourless, making it impossible to control.
So, even if you smoke near an open
window or door, the smoke can travel
and harm others.

Excellence in
Tobacco Control

Fresh supported the campaign, which ran
in April and May, through PR and funded
extra coverage across the region through
radio adverts on Metro Radio and TFM.

Big Lottery Grant
The grant will create a new North
East Smokefree Colleges Network,
bringing together colleges from across
the region to deliver messages around
protecting children from secondhand
smoke to students enrolled in childcare
and health courses.

Fresh has won a grant from
the Big Lottery Fund to extend
the North East Smokefree
Families training programme
into further education.

Students on these courses are likely
to go on to fulfil vital frontline roles
in nurseries, children’s centres,
schools and hospitals. The Network
would ensure that evidence-based
messages around secondhand smoke
are embedded into the curriculum so
that students are equipped right from
the start of their career to offer advice
and support to parents on keeping a
smokefree home and car.

Biggest increase in quitting
The North East saw the biggest increase in quitting smoking in Autumn
2011 compared to Autumn 2010, according to NHS stop smoking service
figures from the Department of Health.
It shows that for Quarter 3 2011, when the Every Breath campaign was
running the North East had:
A 17% rise in quit dates set across the North East compared
to a rise of just 2.9% nationally
A 21.8% rise in successful four week quitters, compared to a 3.1%
rise nationally, suggesting people were more determined to quit.
For the year as a whole, the North East saw the biggest rise in both through
put and quitters within the Stop Smoking Services of all English regions.
Get all the latest news online at www.freshne.com 		
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Campaigns

			

Reducing smoking helps local
areas to cut costs to public
services, protect children from
harm, boost disposable income in
the local economy and cut health
inequalities, and the power to
make this impact is moving
to local authorities.
A new initiative aimed at
supporting local councils, tobacco
alliances and health and wellbeing
boards to become beacons of
excellence in tackling smoking has
been launched in Parliament.
The CLeaR excellence model was
officially launched in May by the
All Party Parliamentary Group on
smoking and health. It’s a tool to
help localities plan their tobacco
control delivery and help in
assessing progress.

News media is known to exert a
strong influence on tobacco use. Not
only does it reach individuals, but also
it sets the agenda for discussion within
families, work and communities.

Autumn Every Breath
into Stoptober

Media monitoring of localised media
coverage generated by Fresh for
2011-12 reveals:

Fresh is working with the
Department of Health on
an extended Autumn
quitting campaign aimed
at bringing smokers both
hard hitting quitting health
messages and positive
reasons and tools to stop.

428 pieces of news
coverage across print, radio,
TV and online
A total Equal
Advertising Value of £927,636
had the coverage been bought
as advertising space

After triggering the biggest rise in quitting that the North East has seen, plans
are being developed to re-run Every Breath again in late August and early
September to raise concern levels at smoking and show the devastating effects
of smoking from middle age.
The quitting drive will then see the launch of a new campaign from the
Department of Health and backed by Fresh, encouraging England’s smokers
to quit together in a major event to make stopping feel easier.

With input from Fresh, the
improvement tool was developed
by ASH working with partners
in the NHS, Local Government,
professional bodies and the
voluntary sector.
The model encourages local
innovation while also helping align
local policy with national priorities
set out in the Government’s
National Tobacco Control Plan
for England, NICE public health
guidance and the Public Health
Outcomes Framework.
Martin Dockrell, who held a
session for alliance leads at the
Smoke Free North East network
for alliances in June, said: “Local
authorities are the new owners of
public health and this is a chance
to join a growing body of good
practice and gain a recognised
quality mark for health.”
The model can be found at
http://www.ash.org.uk/
information/clear-excellencein-local-tobacco-control
and forms part of the excellent
range of jointly developed
resources available at
www.ash.org.uk/localtoolkit.
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October is changing its name to
Stoptober – a 28 day national
event aimed at supporting every
smoker in every community to
stop from the Department of
Health and supported by Fresh.

The aim of Stoptober is to make the
quitting process easier than ever, by
breaking it down into a 28 day chunk.
People who quit for 28 days are 5 times
more likely to stay quit.

Tobacco Control Alliances, friends,
families, workplaces, Stop Smoking
Services, NHS staff, local authorities,
libraries, local businesses and community
groups are all being invited to support
the drive and make quitting seem less of
a big deal to the four in five smokers who
would like to be able to quit.

Fresh will also be working with the
media locally to make sure Stoptober
gets the attention it deserves with
partnerships and positive case studies.
The campaign will be backed by TV,
radio and print, starting mid-September
and running to the end of October.

Despite the North East continuing to
buck the trend with the biggest drops
in smoking in England, motivation to
quit and the number of people making
quit attempts has fallen nationally.

Reaching every
smoker through
the news

Smokers will also be able to take
advantage of a 28-day app, text service
and Stoptober kit; and an active local
support network driving sign-ups
for support.

An overall PR value
of £2.8 million
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Smokefree Homes
and Cars

A STEP CLOSER?

32.1 return on PR investment
Monitoring also shows local areas
received a highly consistent level
of support, with smokers seeing
coverage right across the North East
and each local area.

Ideas for Stoptober
for Stop Smoking
Services and Alliances:
• Organise and publicise a Stoptober
drop in day in your civic centre or
community centre for people to pop
in, meet other quitters and stop.
• Organise publicity in your local
newsletter or health supplements
• Organise some field marketing events
to go out and sign up smokers who’d
like to quit with the help of the Stop
Smoking Service.
• Take advantage of some of the free
tools and resources available.
For more information contact:
andy.lloyd@freshne.com
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Complaint over tobacco tactics

WELCOME
WELCOME to Re-Fresh, the newsletter of Fresh. In this
edition we highlight the incredible response from the
North East to the Government’s consultation on plain,
standardised tobacco packaging. We launch Keep it Out,
the new campaign on illegal tobacco, and look ahead to
a major integrated quitting campaign in the Autumn.

North East tells the
Government to make smoking
history for more children
HIGH levels of public support to have
all tobacco sold in plain, standardised
packaging are even greater than the huge
wave of backing for smokefree law six
years ago.
Over 13,500 people and every local
council and primary care organisation,
as well as dozens of other organisations
across the North East, have supported
the plain, standardised packaging of
tobacco products to help prevent
children from starting to smoke.
Nationally over 200,000 people across
the UK have demanded an end to glossy
cigarette packs that help lure children
to smoke. This is an unprecedented
response and surpasses even the response
for smokefree legislation back in 2005.
In the North East there have been at
least 129 supportive detailed submissions
to the Department of Health’s consultation
from across health, local councils, fire
and rescue, trading standards, voluntary
organisations, local businesses, universities
and many others.
From December 2012 Australia will
become the first country where
cigarettes will be sold in plain,
standardised packaging. The High Court
has dismissed a challenge from tobacco
companies claiming that plain packs
would be “unconstitutional” because
they extinguished intellectual property
rights. The judgement has been
described as a “watershed moment” for
tobacco control around the world.
A survey found 66% of adults in the
North East support plain packaging,
with only 10% opposing it. Cancer
Research UK has also found 85% of
North East adults think children
should not be exposed to any kind
of tobacco marketing.
Ailsa Rutter, Director of Fresh, said:
“There has been unanimous support
from the NHS and local authorities in

the North East, as well as a range of
other organisations who have
understood the clear evidence behind
the power of cigarette packs in helping
attract children to smoking. Some of our
MPs have commented this is the most
correspondence they’ve ever had from
local people on an issue.

The evidence for
plain packs shows
that they would:
• Make tobacco less
attractive to children
Branded packs with
colours, logos and
holograms are more
alluring while the
unappealing colours of
plain packs convey the
poisons in tobacco.
• Stop misleading smokers
that packs sold in white
or silver colours are
healthier for them.
• Increase the impact of
health warnings.

She added: “Plain packaging frightens the
tobacco industry more than any other
measure to reduce smoking. The tobacco
executives know fewer young people
starting to smoke means less profits. That
is why they have devoted millions of
pounds to try to derail plain packaging
through lobbying Government and scare
campaigns aimed at frightening
shopkeepers.”
The Association of North East Councils
was just one regional organisation backing
plain packaging to reduce children smoking
in the future.
Cllr Paul Watson, Chair of the Association
of North East Councils, said: “We firmly
support the proposals for the introduction
of plain tobacco packaging. Such a move
would help in reducing premature deaths,
disease and the appeal of smoking to
young people and contribute to ending
the long term harm smoking causes to
the health and wellbeing of people in the
North East.
“At a time when public health
responsibilities are moving to councils,
it is of concern that smoking remains our
biggest avoidable public health problem
and contributor to health inequalities.
We therefore welcome solutions such
as plain tobacco packaging which aim to
change behaviour and prevent new
smokers from starting.”
FRESH, along with the British Heart
Foundation, Cancer Research UK
(CRUK), ASH, and others is part of the
Plain Packs Protect campaign
www.plainpacksprotect.co.uk which is
backing proposals for plain, standardised
packaging of tobacco products.

Keep It Out

The promotions representative
was heard telling parents that the
Government was planning for
tobacco to be sold in plain, brown
packs with no health warnings.

BETWEEN 2009 and 2011
the volume of illegal tobacco
bought went down by 39%
in the North East

Here are views of just some people and decision makers in the North East.

“Cigarette packets are so colourful and
attractive that it is only natural that young
people are influenced into thinking that
smoking is a cool thing to do. I find it really
disturbing that the tobacco industry is
producing products which are obviously
particularly attractive to young people, especially young girls.”
Ex-smoker Louise Morris, 35, from Walker in Newcastle.

“It’s crucial we prevent young people from starting to smoke,
as it’s the best way we can protect them developing chronic
illness or dying a nasty, painful, early death.”
“This is not a matter of attacking smokers, but one of
protecting children and young people from tobacco marketing.
Some quarters believe tobacco companies can police
themselves on this matter but, in my view, that won’t work.”
Councillor Jim Beall, Stockton Council’s cabinet
member for adult services and health.

“The majority of new smokers start in childhood and the
earlier a smoker starts in age, the more likely they will become
addicted and at risk of a number of smoking related diseases
and an early death. This is a very real problem and we need
to protect children from being exposed to tobacco industry
tactics like glamorous exciting packaging which ultimately lures
them into a lifetime of health issues and premature death.”
Dr Stephen Bourke, consultant physician at
North Tyneside General Hospital.

“Smoking is an addiction that starts in childhood which is
why we’re fully behind this campaign to protect young
people from ever starting.”

“The tobacco industry spends millions of
pounds on designing its products to lure in
young people and we need more action to
protect the vulnerable from the harmful
effects of tobacco marketing.”
Mrs Linda Arkley, Elected Mayor of North Tyneside.
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“There has been an excellent response in Hartlepool, bringing
together the Council and NHS on this issue. We are very
keen to make smoking history for our children and feel that
an initiative that requires tobacco packaging to conform to a
standardised format will go a long way to reducing the appeal
of tobacco products.”
Louise Wallace, Director of Public Health for Hartlepool.

Emma Hickerson, Darlington School of Maths and
Science, senior assistant headteacher.

“The evidence for plain, standardised
packaging is clear. More children and
young people would see cigarette packs
as unattractive and not be lured into
smoking, with the lifetime of ill health and
premature death which come with it.”
			

A complaint was made to the
Department of Health after tobacco
industry promotion staff approached
parents in a children’s playground
in Stockton.

“Calling time on tobacco promotion”

“I am not surprised we have seen such
high public support from thousands of
mums, dads and grandparents passionate
about protecting children from tobacco
promotion. Whether you smoke or not,
no parent wants their child to be
addicted to cigarettes.

Get all the latest news online at www.freshne.com 		
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The tobacco industry’s Hands off Our
Packs campaign has been
active in the North East with field
marketing staff spotted in Newcastle,
Sunderland and Teesside.

Get all the latest news online at www.freshne.com 		

Councillor Nick Forbes, Leader of Newcastle City Council.

“The introduction of plain standardised packaging would be a
great step forward for making smoking less appealing to young
people as a cool or glamorous thing to do.”
Belinda Wheatman, senior deputy head Laurence
Jackson School in Guisborough.

“It’s crucial we turn off the tap of a new
generation of smokers. Standardised packaging
would be another step forward in helping to
achieve this, especially with young people who are
attracted to glamorous packaging of tobacco..”
Darlington MP Jenny Chapman.

“My constituency suffers from some of the highest cancer
rates in the country. The town has a particular problem with
lung cancer, which is linked very closely to the high smoking
rate.” “Unfortunately, the tobacco industry spends millions
of pounds on designing its products to be attractive to young
people, luring more and more people into a life-long habit
that kills around 100,000 people in this country every year.
I believe the UK should follow Australia’s lead and require
all tobacco products to be sold in plain packaging.”

“We need to do all we can to protect children from becoming
addicted to cigarettes. Glamorous packaging is used by tobacco
companies to make smoking appear grown-up, sexy and
exciting. It lures children into addiction and a lifetime of health
problems. It robs them of 10 years of their life.
Dr Chris Stenton, Consultant Respiratory Physician
with Newcastle Hospitals’ Foundation Trust, based at
the Royal Victoria Hospital.
refresh newsletter

The North of England Tackling
Illegal Tobacco for Better Health
Programme has resulted in less
illegal tobacco being bought
and sold on estates since it was
launched in 2009, with fewer
people turning a blind eye and more
action aimed at bringing sellers to
justice.
It was also highlighted as best practice
in the Coalition Government’s National
Tobacco Plan.
A massive survey of over 4,111 people
across the North of England including
the North East found that fewer people
are buying illegal tobacco since 2009 and
those buying it are buying less. Despite
tab houses often being blamed for illegal
tobacco sales, over half of smokers
(51%) admitted they had been offered
illegal tobacco in a pub or club – the most
likely place to be approached.
Ailsa Rutter, Director of Fresh, said:
“We are keeping up the pressure on
those who sell illegal tobacco but we are
also stressing all tobacco is a poisonous
killer, whether it is bought illegally from
tab houses or legally from shops.”
“Keep It Out enables local authorities
to take advantage of a ready made,
tested campaign and community
materials to direct intelligence about local
supply to their local trading standards.”

The illicit tobacco market has
halved in a decade. HMRC
estimate the market share of
illicit was 21% in 2000-2001 but
by 2009-10, that market share
had been halved to 10%
through decisive action nationally
and locally.

Hartlepool MP Iain Wright.

			

This is estimated at over £36m less
avoided in duty and VAT evasion.
The number of smokers buying illegal
tobacco also fell by 10%.
Now people on every estate have been
urged to play their part to keep illegal
tobacco off the streets of the North East
this summer.
The new Keep It Out campaign from
Fresh launched in July, encouraging
people to phone Crimestoppers if they
know where fake or illegal tobacco is
being sold – whether from tab houses,
on the street or from local pubs or shops.
This is the third campaign from the
North of England Tackling Illicit Tobacco
for Better Health Programme –
a partnership between the NHS, local
authorities, HMRC and police to reduce
demand and increase enforcement
against those who sell illegal tobacco.
Over 1.6m radio listeners heard the
campaign on Metro and TFM, Magic,
Real, Smooth, Sun, Star and Capital
stations, as well as adverts on Facebook.
The message is that illegal tobacco
dealers don’t mind who they sell to, even
kids, and it is easy to call or click straight
through to Crimestoppers to report
them. All tobacco kills, but “illicit” dealers
help children to get hooked on a lethal
addiction from a younger age.
Fresh gave posters, leaflets and
website banner adverts to Alliances
and trading standards teams to enable
local authorities and NHS partners to

get behind Keep It Out. We
encouraged partners to get
materials out into Surestarts,
pubs, sports centres, libraries
and other venues.
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Richard Ferry, of
the North East
Trading Standards
Association, said:
“Trading standards
have played a key
role in helping take
illegal tobacco
off the streets and remove a source for
young people to smoke. High profile
campaigns and local action have kept the
pressure on dealers.”
“There is far more public awareness of
illegal tobacco than ever and the illicit
market has shrunk significantly thanks
to work at the borders and regional and
local action. We need to reassure the
public that action will be taken against
sellers.”
Trading standards report that much of the
illegal tobacco sticks being seized in the
North East are brands from the Far East
mass manufactured in factories purely
for the tab house market, as opposed
to fakes.
Nine out of ten people in the North
East think illegal tobacco is a danger to
children as it enables them to smoke
more easily.

As a result of investigations
major multinational tobacco
companies have been subjected
to inquiries and legal action
for racketeering and have
been required to sign binding
agreements with governments
to curb the problem.
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